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While the UEE sll controls the rights to the
system overall, the four planets themselves
were sold by the government to four
megacorporaons making them the only

Stanton 1a
(Arial)

This moon was named aer the 3rd CEO of Hurston Dynamics, Arial Hurston, who
was known for creang the controversial Life/Labor-style employee contract.

Stanton 1b
(Aberdeen)

This moon was named aer scienst Aberdeen Hurston who was credited with
designing the company's first anmaer warhead.

Stanton 1c
(Magda)

This moon was named aer Hurston Dynamics CEO Magda Stanton who made the
decision to purchase Stanton I from the UEE. Magda is the mother of current CEO
“Colonel” Gavin E. Stanton.

Stanton 1d
(Ita)

This moon was named aer Ita Hurston, who died during the First Tevarin War, as a
reminder of why “the products Hurston Dynamics makes are so important.”

Stanton 2a
(Cellin)

Named aer the youngest of the three siblings featured in the 24th century
children’s tale, “A Gi for Baba,” this moon features over a hundred currently
dormant volcanoes that are said to represent Cellin’s simmering anger.

Stanton 2b
(Daymar)

Named aer the middle brother of the three siblings featured in the 24th century
children’s tale, “A Gi for Baba,” this is the largest of Crusader’s moons. Daymar’s
slightly eccentric orbit is said to represent his ease at ge ng lost in the story.

Stanton 2c
(Yela)

Named aer the oldest of the three siblings featured in the 24th century children’s
tale, “A Gi for Baba,” this moon has a water-ice crust said to represent Yela’s cool
and calculang mannerisms.

Stanton 3a
(Lyria)

This icy moon features acve cryogeysers and cryovolcanoes.

Stanton 3b
(Wala)

The low density of Wala is parcularly suscepble to dal forces which result in the
moon being noceably prolate.

Stanton 4a
(Calliope)

Named aer the ancient Greek muse who inspires eloquence to supposedly remind
those gazing upon the moon from microTech to 'strive for pure expression of
thought.'

Stanton 4b
(Clio)

Named aer the ancient Greek muse of history to supposedly remind those gazing
upon the moon from microTech to remember that 'their work stands on those who
came before them.'

Stanton 4c
(Euterpe)

Named aer the ancient Greek muse of music to supposedly remind those gazing
upon the moon from microTech to be 'guided by the natural rhythm of the universe
in their designs.'
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Moon Descripons and Economy Rang (1 to 10)

CommArray
SCC

These communicaon staons are posioned around the area to help provide
comm coverage.

Covalex

Formerly Covalex’s prime shipping hub for the system, Gundo suffered a
catastrophic accident that resulted in an explosion and the deaths of all the
employees aboard the staon. Covalex has since moved their operaons to Orison
directly.

Cry-Astro This staon is a franchise of Cry-Astro and provides facilies to restock and refuel
a wide variety of ships.

ICC ScanHub
Stanton

Part of the Imperial Cartography Center, this research staon is categorized as a
Deep Space Scanning and AstroGraphical Staon, one of the many turn-key
facilies the UEE places in systems to casually sweep for jump points.

Kareah
A brand new outpost built to house an extended Crusader Security presence in
this sector. It is expected to be open and operang soon.

Port Olisar
Located in the trade lanes above Crusader, Port Olisar offers a breathtaking view
of the planet below. Owned and operated by Crusader Industries, Port Olisar acts
as a gateway to the company’s vast planetary holdings and orbital shipyards.
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Structure Descripons and Economy Rang (1 to 10)
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